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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we present the friction and wear properties of nanocrystalline diamond (NCD) films

grown in A-fhllerene (CJ and Ar-CHq microwave plasmas. Specifically, we will address the

fi.mdamental tribological issues posed by these films during sliding against Si~N~ counterfaces in

ambient air and inert gases. Grain sizes of thefilms grown by the new method are very small (10-30

nm) and are much smoother (20-40 nm, root mean square) than those of films grown by the

conventional H ~-CHAmicrowave-assisted chemical-vapor-deposition (CVD) process. Transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) revealed that the grain boundaries of these films are very sharp and free

of nondiamond phases. The microcrystalline diamond (MCD) films grown by most conventional

methods consist of large grains and a rough surface finish, which can cause severe abrasion during

sliding against other materials. The friction coefficients of films grown by the new method (i. e., in Ar-

C~Oand Ar- CHq plasmas) are comparable to those of natural diamond, and wear damage on

counterface materials is minimal. Fundamental tribological studies indicate that these films may

undergo phase transformation during long-duration, high-speed and/or high-load sliding tests and that

the transformation products trapped at the sliding interfaces can intermittently dominate friction and

wear performance. Using results from a combination of TEM, electron diffraction, Raman

spectroscopy, and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), we describe the structural chemistry

of the debris particles trapped at the sliding interfaces and elucidate their possible effects on friction

and wear ofNCD films in dty N2. Finally, we suggest a few potential applications in which NCD films

can improve performance and service lives.
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INTRODUCTION

Recently, interest introducing high-quality, smooth dimondfilms onmetallic andceramic substrates

for use in a various engineering applications has been overwhelming. The reson for the interest is that

the properties of diamond i.e., the highest hardness, stiffness, and thermal conductivity as well as

imperviousness to acidic and saline media, are exceptional and far exceed those of any other known

material. Moreover, cleaved diamond surfaces exhibit one of the lowest friction coefllcients of any

known material. The combination of these qualities in a material is ideal for highly demanding

tribological applications. In fact, if it were inexpensive and abundant, diamond would undoubtedly

be the material of choice for many tribological applications.

Prospects for large-scale uses of diamond in tribology increased sharply when researchers discovered

that diamond can be grown as thin films at low deposition pressures (102-103 Pa) horn

hydrocarbodhydrogen mixtures by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) methods, including plasma-

enhanced CVD, hot-filament CVD, microwave CVD, DC-arc jets, etc. [1-4]. Plasma conditions in

these methods are tailored to dissociate hydrocarbon/hydrogen mixtures into ionic or highly energetic

species that are essential for th’e initial nucleation as well as subsequent growth of these films.

Diamond can be deposited on certain metallic and ceramic substrates with excellent bonding. Typical

substrate temperatures for diamond deposition are 600-950”C. Deposition of diamond at

temperatures below 600”C has also been demonstrated but growth rates are drastically reduced and

the amount of nondiamond precursors in these films is substantially greater.

High-quality microcrystalline diamond (MCD) films exhibit most of the desired properties of natural

diamonds. They are made up of large columnar grains that are highly faceted and generally rough.
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They tend to grow continuously rougher as the thickness of the deposited films increases. The

generallyrough surface finish ofthesefilms precludes theirimmediate uses formost machining and

wear applications. When used in sliding-wear applications, such rough films cause high tilction and

very high wear losses on mating surfaces [5-7]. The rough MCD films can be polished by laser

beams, fine diamond powders, or by rubbing against a hot iron plate [8]. Figure 1 shows the surllace

morphology of a PCD film before and after laser polishing. Friction coefllcients of the polished films

can be comparable to the friction coefficient of natural diamond [9,10]. However, the polishing

processes are tedious, take very long time, and, in the case of complex geometries, they are very

impractical. Despite high interest in using diamond films for diverse tribological applications, their

widespread utilization in the industrial world has not yet met expectations [11-15]. Until now, only

certain cemented carbide (i. e., WC-Co) and ceramic tools (i. e., SiJNJ have been coated successfully

with diamond and made available commercially. Although prototypes of other tribological parts (such

as mechanical seals) have been prepared

been realized.

with diamond films, their large-scale utilization has not yet

Recently, new methods have been developed for the deposition of smooth, nanoc~stalline diamond

(NCD) films using a higher-than%ormal C/H ratio in a microwave plasma or by applying a DC bias

to the substrates [16]. Although growth rates were somewhat reduced, the sutiace finish of the

resulting diamond films was much smoother (i. e., 25 nm, RMS) and their friction coefficients were

0.05-0.1, depending on the test environment. Deposition of NCD films has also been achieved by

using Ar-CGOand Ar-CH~ plasmas in a modified microwave CVD system [ 17], The grains of the films

were very small (i.e., 10-30 nm) and their surface finish was 20-40 nm, RMS.
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The primary goal of this paper is to provide an overview of recent developments in the production

and tribology of NCD films. A brief description of the friction and wear mechanisms of these films

under dry sliding conditions will be presented first. We will then discuss the fundamental issues

associated with film microstructure and chemistry, In terms of structural and fimdamental tribological

knowledge, the paper will describe deposition conditions that lead to the formation of an ideal film that affords

ukralow fiction and wear in sliding tribological applications.

DEPOSITION OF NCD FILMS

The deposition of NCD films at Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is achieved in a microwave

plasma that consists primarily of Ar, with either C,,, or CH, as the carbon precursor in the near

absence of atomic hydrogen. The reactor used for the process is essentially a modified ASTeX

system (Model: PDS - 17), details of which can be found in Refs. 17 and 18. A schematic illustration

of this system is depicted in Fig. 2. To introduce C@ into the reactor, a quartz transpirator (shown

in Fig. 2) was attached. Fullerene-rich soots, consisting of approximately 10°/0CGO,were placed in the

transpirator. The soot was heated to 200”C under vacuum for 2 h to remove residual gases and

hydrocarbons. During operation, the tube firnace and transport tube were heated to between 550

and 600”C to sublime C@into the gas phase. Argon gas was passed through the transpirator to carry

the CGOvapor into the plasma. To ensure that CGOwas transported into the chamber, a silicon wafer

was placed in front of the transport tube while maintaining a 14 seem argon flow. With the reactor

pressure at 100 torr and the transpirator at 600”C, a 1.7-mg brown film was deposited on the wafer

in 1 h. The film displayed only strong CbOinfrared absorption features. The measured Raman

spectrum was also attributed to C(j@ On the basis of these measurements, the transpirator is

considered an effective source of CGOfor diamond growth. The NCD films can also be grown under

similar low hydrogen content conditions with CH~ instead of CGOas the carbon source.
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The NCD films can be grown on a variety of substrates, including single-crystal silicon wafers,

sintered SiC, W, WC, Si~NJ, etc. Initially, a bias of -150 V is applied to enhance the density of

diamond nucleation. Film growth is monitored insitu by laser reflectance intetierometry to determine

growth rate and to stop growth at the desired film thickness. The substrate temperature may vary

between 700 and 950°C, and the total gas flow rate is around 100 seem. A typical gas composition

for NCD diamond film can be 97% Ar, 2% H2 and l% CGOor CH, at a total pressure of 1.33 x 104

Pa and a microwave power of 800 W. Figure 3 shows cross-sectional and plan-view SEM and TEM

photomicrographs of an NCD film produced at AN’L.

The growth mechanism of NCD films differs significantly from that of conventional diamond films

produced by other CVD methods, as addressed in a series of recent papers [19-21]. Specifically, a

carbon dimer extraction from CGOand CHA molecules and subsequent insertion has recently been

proposed for the growth of these films. C2 dimers are the major diamond growth species and are

inserted directly to the diamond surface. In the case of conventional diamond growth processes, small

diamond grains are rapidly etched by atomic hydrogen and growth of larger grains is kinetically

preferred over formation ofnew diamond nuclei. The low levels of atomic hydrogen inANL’s process

permit continuous renucleation df the diamond phase, and promote formation of films with a very

small grain [22]. The resultant films are phase-pure NCD, with an average grain size of-15 nm as

can be seen in the plan-view and cross-sectional TEM photomicrographs in Figs. 3 b and c. The C2

dimer growth mechanism is unique in that it is capable of producing a continuous diamond coating

that can be as thin as 30-60 nm,

Figure 4 shows UV Raman spectra of high-quality CGo-grown NCD and CHq-grown MCD films. As

is known, UV-excited Raman spectroscopy is most sensitive to sp3-bonded carbon [23]. In both
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cases, the Raman bands at =1332 cm-l are rather sharp and attributed to diamond. The spectrum of .

the NCD film contains an additional broad feature at 1580 cm-l that is attributed to sp2 carbon which

is present at the boundaries between many grains in these films. The amount of sp2-bonded carbon

at the grain boundaries of NCD films was estimated to be = 1 to 2 at .O/O[24],

TRIBOLOGY OF NCD FILMS

As elaborated above, conventional MCD films are generally rough and consist of large grains (see

Fig. 1). Depending on deposition conditions, these grains exhibit~111> or <100> crystallographic

growth orientations. Figure 5 shows the fiction coefficients of MCD (surface roughness: 0.35 pm,

rms) and NCD (surface roughness: 30 nm, rms) films against Si~NAballs in open air and dry N2. After

an initial run-in period during which fi-iction is relatively high, the friction coefficient of the NCD fdm

decreases rapidly to = 0.1 in open air and to O. = 05 in dry N2, whereas the friction coefficient of

the MCD film remains high and unsteady in both test environments.

Wear rates of Si~N1balls slid against the smooth NCD and rough MCD films in air and dry N2 are

shown in Fig. 6 which clearly shows that the wear rates of balls slid against the NCD films are more

than 2 orders of magnitude lowe’r than the wear rates of balls slid against the rough MCD films. The

high friction coefficients of rough diamond films can be attributed to the abrasive cutting and plowing

effects of sharp asperity tips on softer counterface pins, whereas the plowing effects created by

smooth NCD films on counterface balls are minimal and thus exhibit lower friction. Previous studies

also demonstrated a close correlation between higher surface roughness and greater frictional losses

[6,9, 10,25,26]. As mentioned earlier, the rough MCD films can be polished, and when such polished

films are used in sliding-contact experiments, very low friction coefficients are obtained [9, 10,16,25-

29].



Apart from physical roughness, surface chemistry and tribe-induced adhesive interactions can also

occur and play a dominant role in the friction and wear performance of all diamond films [30]. The

nature and extent of interactions may be controlled by the environmental species or by ambient

temperature [31 ]. Mechanistically, the low-fi-iction nature of smooth or cleaved diamond surfaces has

long been attributed to the highly passive nature of their surfaces [32-35]. Specifically, it has been

postulated that gaseous adsorbates, such as hydrogen, oxygen, or water vapor, can effectively

passivate the dangling surface bonds of diamond. When the dangling bonds become highly passive,

the adhesion component of friction is diminished. Recent iimdamental studies by Gardos and his

coworkers have shown that, when adsorbed gases are thermally desorbed from the sliding diamond

surfaces, the friction coefficient increases rapidly. Because the dangling surface bonds of diamond are

reactivated and hence available to form strong adhesive bonds across the sliding contact intetiaces

[36-39]. Furthermore, they also showed that the reconstnicted diamond surfaces (which can occur

at high-temperatures) exhibit reduced-friction. In short, previous research has shown that the lowest

adhesion or fi-iction on sliding diamond surfaces is achieved when dangling bonds are filly passivated

by gaseous adsorbates (preferably hydrogen) [30-40].

t

Phase transformations due to extreme contact pressures and high frictional heating at local asperities

can also occur and dominate the friction and wear behavior of diamond films. Most often, contact

occurs first between sharp asperity tips, which can either fracture or undergo phase transformation

because of high mechanical and thermal loadings. The logic behind such a transformation is that under

such extreme conditions, the real contact spots of a diamond maybe activated or forced to undergo

phase transformation or graphitization [41 ]. Thermodynamically, graphite is the most stable form of

carbon, whereas diamond is unstable. Graphite debris particles can gradually accumulate at the sliding
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contact interface and then begin to dominate the long-term friction and wear performance of diamond

films.

Figure 7 shows the variation of the friction coefficients of a Si~NAball slid against an NCD film

(surface roughness:35 nm, RMS) during relatively long-duration tests (22,000 cycles) in dry N2. It

is clear from the figure that the initial friction coefficient is high (0.6), decreases rapidly as sliding

continues, and stabilizes at 0.06. Note that the friction occasionally increases to values as high as 0.55

but decreases back to the 0.06 level. The friction coefficient of the same test pair in air was 0.12 and

did not fluctuate much throughout the long-duration test. This disparity between fiction coefficient

of NCD films in air (O.12) and dry N2 (0.06) is explained below.

Under the combined influence of highly concentrated normal and shear forces and fictional heating

during sliding, the moving asperity tips of diamond films may undergo gradual phase transformation

and hence rnicromechanical wear. It is possible that asperity tips of diamond may first be chipped

away without phase transformation, become trapped at the sliding interface, and then undergo fbrther

wear and phase transformation under the influence of repeated sliding passes [42]. Diamond, which

is thermodynamically unstable, Jan be transformed to a more stable carbon form, such as graphite

when excited thermally or by ion bombardment [43,44].

As phase transformation continues and the graphitic debris particles accumulate at the sliding

interface, they can intermittently cause high friction coefficients in dry N2, as shown in Fig. 7.

Conversely, as the debris layer wears out or is removed from the sliding interface by mechanical

means, low friction once again prevails. This low-friction regime persists for a time and, as the

graphitic debris gradually builds up again at the sliding interface and reaches a critical level, the
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friction coefficient increases to 0.5. Graphite is a poor lubricant in vacuum or dry test environments.

Briefly, we believe that the physical and/or tribochemical changes that occur at sliding interfaces are

the major reason for the steep transitions in the frictional behavior of diamond films in dry Nz.

To further elucidate the mechanistic explanation given above, the structural chemistry of the debris

particles as well as the sliding contact surfaces were investigated by laser Raman spectroscopy,

electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), electron difllaction, and TEM to provide complementary

and more convincing information on the phase transformation of sliding diamond sutiaces [42]. The

results of Raman studies showed that the wear debris particles that are formed in dry N2 and

accumulate in and around the wear scars and tracks, as well as the wear debris particles of a smeared

transfer layer on the ball wear scar are quite similar to graphite but are different from the wear debris

particles of the as-deposited diamond film (Fig. 8). Specifically, two broad Raman features of the

loose debris particles and transfer layers centered at 1330 and 1580 cm-l match the D and G band

energies of crystalline graphite. This finding suggests that debris particles present at the sliding

interface are in a graphitic state.

Further examination of debris flarticles by electron diffraction, EELS, and TEM confirmed the

formation of a highly disordered graphitic structure, as shown in Fig. 9. Specifically, the energy-loss

features of the carbon K edge in the EELS spectrum and the shape of this edge provided information

about the nature of the bulk carbonaceous precursor. In particular, a feature known as n“ (at 285 eV)

is present only for the sp2-bonded form of carbon and is absent for the sp3-bonded carbon atoms, as

in crystalline diamond. The K edge of debris particles presented a shouldered n“ feature at 285 eV,

suggesting that it consisted of an sp2-bonded carbon form, whereas the electron diffraction pattern

revealed a pseudoamorphous state for the same debris particles; the TEM image presented in Fig.



9a. Thus, from these analytical findings, one can conclude

debris particles was made up mainly of spz-bonded carbon.

10

that the carbonaceous precursor in the

Briefly, based on the combination of surface and structure analytical results (i.e., Raman, TEM, and

EELS), we propose that during sliding in dry N2, diamond films can be transformed to a disordered

graphitic state. Friction spikes seen during tests in dry Nz are typical of the high-friction nature of

graphite in dry environments.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE DIRECTION

Diamond films have much to offer for future tribological applications. Unlike most other engineering

materials, diamond offers a combination of low friction and high wear resistance under a wide range

of sliding-contact conditions. The roughness of PCD films limited their use in commercial

applications. Over the years, great strides have been made in overcoming problems associated with

surface roughness. Currently, methods are available to deposit smooth diamond films on a various

substrates. A variety of effective methods are also available for polishing rough PCD films. Smooth

diamond films can be used in mechanical-seal applications, and for protection against wear and as

abrasion resistant coatings in sederal demanding tribological applications.

The results of tribological studies suggest that depending on the tribological and environmental

constraints, adsorption and resorption of gaseous species, surface reconstruction at high

temperatures, and graphitization in inert test environments can occur at sliding contact interfaces of

diamond films and control their friction and wear behavior.

Smooth diamond films described in this study exhibited low friction and wear against sliding SiJNJ
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counterfaces, Friction coefficients in open air were =0,1, but fluctuated substantially in dry N2 (i. e.,

varied between 0.06 and O.55), especially during long-duration tests. Combined results from Raman,

electron diffraction, EELS, and TEM studies led us to conclude that the structure of wear debris

panicles generated at sliding interfaces in dry N2 is that of a disordered graphite. Graphite is not a

good lubricant in dry environments; hence is responsible for large fluctuations in the friction ofNCD

films in dry N2.
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FIGURE CAPTION:

Figure 1. Surface morphology of a PCD film (a) before and (b) afier laser polishing.

Figure 2. A schematic illustration of the modified microwave CVD system used in the deposition
of Argonne’s NCD films.

Figure 3. Cross-sectional and plan-view SEM and TEM photomicrographs of NCD films.

Figure 4. UV-Raman spectrum of Cm-grown NCD and CH4-PCD films.

Figure 5. Friction coefficients of rough PCD and smooth NCD films against Si~N~balls in (a)
open air and (b) in dry Nz (Test Conditions: Load, 2 N; Velocity, 0.05 n-h; Relative Humidity,
37%; Sliding Distance, 40 m; Ball Diameter, 9.55 mm)

Figure 6. Wear rates of Si3Nqballs slid against smooth NCD and rough PCD films in air and dry
Nz (Test Conditions: Load, 2 N; Velocity, 0.05 m/s; Relative Humidity, 37’XO;Sliding Distance,
40 m; Ball Diameter, 9.55 mm).

Figure 7. Variation of the fiction coefficient of Si3Nq ball against NCD film (surface roughness:
35 nm, RMS) during a relatively long duration test (22,000 cycles, 6 hours) in dry Nz (Test
Conditions: Load, 2 N; Velocity, 0.06 rds; Relative Humidity, O’?40;Sliding Distance,410 m; Ball
Diameter, 9.55 mm).

Figure 8. Raman spectra of wear debris particles and transfer layers formed on Si3N~ball during
sliding in dry N2.

Fi~re 9. (a) TEM photomicrograph and electron diffraction and (b) EELS of debris particles
collected from sliding surfaces of NCD films and SiqNqballs.
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(b) Cross-sectional SEM



(c) Plan-view TEM
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